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Noswn Scherman

100 Years Since the "Chofetz Chaim"
countless public letters and appeals lay ahead of the
young "publisher," but the pattern of his Jong and busy
life was already apparent when he was still unknown by
circu111stance as much as by choice.

I.

A Scholar for All Times

an unknown
author was arranging for the publication of an
anonymous work on a much-ignored topic. Reh
Yisroel Meir of Radin, Lithuania, had spent two winters, 5630 and 5631 ( 1870 and 1871 ) , writing
"Chafetz Chaim," a compilation of the laws regarding slander and defamation. During 5632, he was
engaged in getting pre-publication orders from the
general public and securing testimonials from outstanding rabbinic authorities. In those days, when he
was a young man in his thirties, Reh Yisroel Meir still
thought he could retain his anonymity. He introduced
himself as the publisher, rather than the author of the
novel shulchan aruch. In this guise he succeed in evading recognition by the masses, but the spiritua] giants
of the age-men like Reh Yisroel Salanter- saw that
they were dealing with one of those rare figures who
would leave their imprint on a nation. More than sixty
tireless years, twenty-four additional volu111es, and
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A major reason for the enormous influence and acceptance won by the Chafetz Chain1 was his utter and
con1plete integrity. Statements and actions that \Vould
have see1ned unctuously pretentious in ordinary humans
\Vere natural and unaffected corning fron1 hini. A case
in point is the very topic of his ~'Chafetz. Chaim"Gossip and witty character assassination are not twentieth century phenomena. Ffuman tongues have alvn1ys
been loose and hard to control. The Talmud says,
"Most people arc guilty of dishonesty, few of vice, but
all of las/um hora" (Baba Basra 165 )- Anyone presenting a book codifying the sins of slander could expect
to be greeted with much scorn-private if not public.
Yet, when Reb Yisroel Meir mounted pulpits in town
after town to discuss the forthcoming "Chafetz Chaim,"
he was listened to with respect. The people sensed that
he was no salesman hawking a product, but one of
those rare finds-an honest man whose Jove for his
fellow Jews was expressed by trying to bring them
closer to Torah. and who truly believed in the ability
and obligation of people to pursue perfection. They were
convinced that he wrote "Chafetz Chabn" not for recognition and for library shelves, but-as advertisedbecause he expected working men as well as scholars
to form study groups to learn and put into practice
what he had gleaned and compiled, and what was
forged into his personality.
Many of the rabbis whom he approached for endorsements were skeptical of the first person to so systematically attack a sin that the Talmud considers universal. To avoid bringing ridicule not only upon himself but upon his stated purpose-and thus, paradoxically, provide yet another topic for gossip mongering
-the personal credentials of the author as one who
"withholds his tongue from evil" had to be unimpeachable. Some went so far as to assiQn students or colleagues to engage Reh Yisrocl Mei; in conversation to
try to trap him into Lashon hora_, thus revealing him as
no less mortal than the next man. The ruses i~,variably
is principal of the Yeshiva Karlin-Stolin of
Brooklyn, and serves as editor of Olomeinu. Torah Un1esorah's
111a~azine for children. His "The Real E!iC Wiesel" appeared
in t!u' March '71 Jewish Observer.
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revealed the greatness of the author, and the endorsements were forthcoming.
No one knows for sure what prompted Reb Yisroel
Meir to write "Chafetz Chaim," but it was certainly
not his finding an unexplored, fertile field for research,
for the Chofetz Chaim never took pen in hand, except
in response to a concrete need. To reveal his reason
for compiling his shulchan aruch on lashon hara would
have involved dredging up sordid stories of the very
type he was trying to still. His son, Reb Aryeh Leib,
conjectured that his father's first masterpiece grew out
of a bitter controversy in the town of Radin during his
youh. Acrimony had swirled about the town and all
efforts to bring peace had failed. The town became
divided into factions and its rabbi was forced to leave.
He died after a few years in a new position and many
blamed his early death on the anguish he suffered during Radin's little war. Reb Yisroel Meir, then a young
man, had seen his fellow townspeople turn their tongues
into ugly lethal weapons. As long as he lived, he never
discussed the dispute, saying simply, "I have a selfimposed restriction against speaking of it," but it may
very well be that the "Chafetz Chaim'' was his response

in the form of an appeal that there be no more such
incidents in Radin--or elsewhere.

WHENEVER

A New Need / A New Book
HE WROTE, it was to answer a need. Rus-

sia's conscription policies forced many Jewish boys in-

to the army for periods of at least six years when they
would be cut off from religious teaching and influence.
They needed encouragement and answers to basic questions of halacha, in layman's language. The result was
"Machne Yisroel," a book that became the link to
Judaism for many a Jewish soldier.
• Heartbreaking tales of the breakdown of religion
among Jewish immigrants to America led to his "Nidchei Yisroel." In providing practical answers to the
halaehic problems peculiar to the immigrant, Reb Yisroel Meir often rendered lenient decisions that took
into account the emergency conditions of the immigrants~ but which were inappropriate to the thriving
religious life of Eastern Europe. Because of this he
had hoped that "Nidchei Yisroel" would not be distributed in Eastern Europe, but inevitably some copies
were seen. This Jed to criticism of the Chofetz Chaim
-something he regretted, but considered unimportant
1n view of his primary goal of ai<ling the uprooted Jews
in America.

•

Reb Yisroel Meir felt that the practical laws of

kindness and charity were too often ignored. His reac-

tion was to do for gemilas chessed what he had done
for shmiras halashon (guarding one's tongue)- codify
its laws, and actively campaigu for Jews to join study
groups to learn and to act upon them. As a result of
his slim classic "Ahavas Chessed," literally hundreds
4

of free loan societies, shelters for the homeless, and
bikur cholim societies sprang into being. Many of them
sent requests to the Chafetz Chaim for letters of greeting and blessing that would be attached to the first
pages of the new organizations ledger books.
• Weakening of adherance to the laws of family purity and of personal modesty led to pamphlets in both
Hebrew and Yiddish addressed to Jewish women.
• There were booklets in both languages urging men
to pursue Torah study in their homes ... and the list
goes on and on.
The personal attention Reb Yisroel Meir devoted to
the publication of his ethical works did not end when
the volumes were printed and distributed. He did not
write his books to be purchased; he wrote them to be
used. His frequent lecture tours in behalf of one or
another of his seforim were devoted primarily to encouraging people to set up groups for the study of the
sefer. In later years, when he was too old or too busy
to go on personal tours, he hired "field representatives"

to carry on his work. But they were firmly instructed
that they must sell the message of the books by personal example and persuasive lectures.

Fire-and-brimstone preaching was not his approach;
he was a firm believer in the superior efficacy of a
spoonful of honey to a gallon of vinegar. Once a traveling preacher complained to him that no matter how
much he thundered and reprimanded his audiences,
they seemed to ignore his calls to repent. The Chofetz
Chaim replied, "Who told you that the way to perform
the mitzvah of correcting sinners is by shouting and
storming? Putting on tefillin is also a mitzvah--do you
holler and shout when you perform that mitzvah?"
An Imminent Need / A New Syllabus
IN ADDITION TO SALVAGING

neglected mitzvos, the Cha-

fetz Chaim assumed responsibility for reviving interest
in a long neglected area of the Torah. For centuries,
Kadoshim, the section of the Talmud dealing with the
laws of the sanctuary and offerings, had been virtually
excluded from the curricula of major Torah centers.
Rare were the scholars who had more than a passing
familiarity with its intricacies. Reb Yisroel Meir saw
this as a far more serious matter than a Jack of knowledge among Torah intelligentsia. With the deceptive
simplicity that masked his penetrating insight, he would
ask, "We believe that Moshiach can arrive today. If
he does, are we ready to bring our offerings to the
Bais Hamikdosh? Do the kohanim know the laws of
sacrifices? Do the scholars know enough to train the
kohanim?"
Obviously, the answer to all these questions was a
shameful "No."

'Then are we not somewhat lacking in our prayers,
hopes, and beliefs in the imminent coming of Moshiach?" The solution was simple: organize groups to
The Jewish Observer / January, 1972

study Kadashim. Thus was born a trend that continues
to this day. Far from being neglected, the study of
Kadoshim is now a mark of prestige; the endeavor of
the most advanced group in nearly all yeshivos.
Typically, the Chofetz Chaim showed the way by
practical example as well as by exhortation. He published "Taras Kahanim," a compilation of the Tannaitic
interpretations of Sefer V ayikra, with an amended,
complete]y accurate text; and an original commentary
that ranks as a model of conciseness and clarity. He
also composed "Likutei Halachos" modeled after the
Alfasi, which is a compilation of halachic sections of
the Talmud dealing with kadoshim topics; and included an elucidating original commentary.
1\'.lagn11m Opus: ''Mishnah Brurah"
OF ALL HIS LITERARY EFFORTS,

his acknowledged

1nas-

terpiece and the one which continues to have the greatest influence is "Mishnah Brurah," a work that was
twenty-five years in the making.
The Chofetz Chaim was concerned by a serious gap
in halachic literature. There was no modern co1nmentary on "Drach Chaim" (the section of the "Shulchan
A rucli" dealing with daily and festival rituals) that
summed up the centuries of comment and responsa,
and rendered authoritative decisions in areas of dispute. Clearly such a work was much needed, but it
could be undertaken only by a giant in Torah scholarship. The mantle was not one sought by the Chofetz
Chaim. He urged it upon others, but finding no one
willing to assume the responsibility, he fimtlly accepted
it upon himself. The breadth, conciseness, clarity, and
genius of "Mishnah Brurah" speak for themselves, as
does the universal acceptance it has attained. This is
the supreme testimonial to its author's stature as a sage.
He did not write the "Mishnah Brurah" simply because he wanted to, hut because he saw it as a task
that had to be done by someone, and his inability to
find that someone left the responsibility at his doorstep. This is testimonial to his greatness as a person.

II.

T

The Man of the Legends

HE CHOFETZ CHAIM WAS SURELY

a scholar's schol-

ar. More than this, however, he was also a gen-

uine folk-hero. Scholars respected him, but the
common people loved him with a rare passion. The
reasons are many and no doubt complex. But the most
compelling one is simply that he considered himself as
one with them and their problems. Even his books,
despite their great scholarship, were written to be used
by ordinary men-and in many instances, by ordinary
women, too. People sensed that he identified with them
and did not hesitate to seek his advice and assistance.
Although he never accepted the position of rabbi in
Radin, he was in fact its spiritual and temporal leader.
The Jewish Observer I January, 1972

When some townspeople unfairly criticized and embarrassed their rabbi for the deficiencies of the town's
mikvah, it was the Chofetz Chaim who promised the
money and supervised the building of a new one. When
Radin was devastated by fires that. in successive years,
destroyed first one half and then the other half of the
Jewish section, it was he who organized emergency
relief, fund-raising, and the rebuilding of the town.

A scholar's scholar . , . but more;
he was also a genuine folk-hero.
A poor \VOrkingman was not ashamed to ask hin1,
as author of "Ahavas Chessed" how a laborer living
hand-to-mouth could be expected to perform the mitzvah of lending money to others. And he did not feel
patronized when he was told to save a few pennies a
week, eventually buildiug it up to a fund of several
rubles, for loaning to fellow workers short of pocket
money. That was down-to-earth advice that was followed by thousands, and it was typical of the pragmatic idealism of a man who never spent a penny he had
not earned and never accepted a penny offered to him
by people who had the notion that his greatness entitled him to gifts.
The Chofetz Chaim's awesome care in n1aintaining
the strictest possible standards in his financial dealings
has become legendary. No doubt many of the stories
attributed to him are apocryphal-but, for most of
them, there is more than ample first-hand testimony. . . . He insisted that his son reprint hundreds of
sections of "Mishnah Brurah" to rcp1ace originals where
pages had inadvertently been put in the wrong order.
. . . The Chofetz Chaim himself once went dashing
through the Jewish quarter of Warsaw shortly before
Shabbos seeking to pay printers who had left work
early without getting their pay for the week .... When
a non-Jewish railroad employe put parcels of his books
on board a train for free delivery, the Chofetz Chaim
tore up an amount of postage stamps sufficient to defray the loss of revenue to the government. ... Ju his
first speaking tour on behalf of the book "Chafetz
Chaim," he accepted orders, but not deposits, because
of the possibility that he might not be able to make
delivery to some pre-paying customers, thus becoming
guilty of improperly taking their money. . . . The
stories are legion.
Saint and Pragntatist

to be1ieve that the
Chofetz Chaim, as a saintly personality, could not have
been terribly practical and certainly could not have
coped with the rough and tumble of the world-especially today when so many accept as axiomatic that
IT IS COMMONPLACE FOR PEOPLE
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"you can not make an omelette without breaking a
few eggs," and that "nice guys finish last." Nothing
could be further from the truth. It was this same saint
who once remarked that one fool can do more damage
than ten villians. Men like Rcb Chaim Soloveitchik of
Brisk and Reb Chaim Ozer Grodzensky of Vilna greatly valued his wise counsel when searching for practical
solutions to the knottiest of problems. lndeed, in the
crisis-laden years following World War I, when Reb
Chaim Ozer was the undisputed leader of Lithuanian
Jewry, he and the Chafetz Chaim were in constant
consultation on all major issues. Their names appeared
side-by-side on scores of proclamations and appeals in
behalf of all the major causes in Jewish life.
The Chafetz Chaim was one of the first to realize
that Torah Jewry must up-date its tactics to counter
the onslaught of its enemies. Organized acivities for
the Torah community and its educational needs could
succeed where efforts on the individual scale could
scarcely cope with the juggernaut of Haskalah and secularism. Thus he took the lead in organizing and supporting Agudath Israel as the international organizational arm of traditional Jewry. As usual, he saw this
as more than a matter of strategy, but as a religious obligation: "In a time when our values are nnder attack
as never before, even small acts in defense of Torah
are mu]tiplied many times over in the Divine scales
for ultimate reward."
Though he was the senior of the two by nearly thirty
years, the Chafetz Chaim considered Reb Chaim Ozer
to be the gadol hador and deferred to his authority as

Brothers and comrades!-We live in a g·eneration that does not love Torah. The hatred for religion grows from day to day. The foundations of
our existence are constantly undermined. For a
long time, we have been without a k o h a i n ,
without a leader, without Torah.
The danger is awesome, the responsibility overpowering. We must strengthen ourselves in the
s·ervice of G-d and organize ourselves into one
11

Agudah"-a unified organism in the service of

G-d. In His scales, the merit of our actions will
be beyond their apparent importance, because these
are dang·erous times, and in time of danger every
deed counts. The reward of service to Torah's cause
is a hundred-fold greater than it was in simpler,
more secure times.
I beg you, my brothers, let us all unite into one
Agudath Israel and work together for G-d and His
Torah.

-

6

Fron1 a proclan1ation issued by
the Chafetz Chaim in 1929.

a matter of course, despite the fact that Reb Chaim
Ozer held him in awe. During the l 920's pressure was
brought to bear on Reb Chaim Ozer to travel to America to raise money for the European yeshivas, which
were on the brink of financial ruin. He was told that
only his own presence in America could assure contributions in the millions. Reb Chaim Ozer answered
that his health was too precarious to permit such a
trip. Though the other Torah luminaries at the meeting
continued to exert pressure upon him, the Chafetz
Chaim ended the debate by saying very simply, "The
well-being of Reb Chaim Ozer is synonymous with that
of Kial Yisroel. We dare not jeopardize it."
Storm Over Vilna
THE PRESTIGE OF REB CHAIM OZER was responsible for
an unheard of departure by the Chafetz Chaim-an
open attack npon adversaries of Torah Judaism. His
general policy had been always to avoid engaging
Torah's enemies in debate. To reply to the virulent
attacks made by maskillim, yevsekes and others, he
felt, would be self-defeating because it would grant
them unearned recognition, and merely provide them
with fuel for vituperation and ridicule. Better to isolate
them from the mainstream of religious life, while devoting the available talent and resources to the more
productive course of strengthening Judaism by upgrading education and observance within yeshivos and communities. Then came the storm over the Vilna rabbinate.
The government required that Vilna have a Chief
Rabbi. Indeed, Reb Chaim Ozer was a recognized
leader of religious European Jewry. Vilna's official
Chief Rabbi, however, was to be elected by the entire
Jewish population. This included a large secular contingent, and the Agudah doubted that Reb Chaim Ozer
would be able to command a majodty of the total
votes. So they joined a coalition of the Mizrachi, Socialists, and Reformers to "elect" a J{abbi Rubinstein
as a pro-forma head of the Jewish Community, with
the understanding that he would not assert any authority without Reb Chaim Ozer's approval. After his election, Rabbi Rubinstein's secularist supporters used this
consensus as a pretext for treating him as the actual
Chief Rabbi of Vilna, and Reb Chaim Ozer, the man
who was revered the world over, found the ground cut
out from under him in his own city. Strangely enough,
the only important Torah figure whose serenity was
not shattered was Reb Chaim Ozer himself. That did
not prevent his adherents, led by the Chazon Ish and
guided by the Chafetz Chaim, from doing battle to
defend the honor of Torah. The Chafetz Chaim published a blistering letter attacking the perpetrators of
the coup as enemies of Torah. Though disciples of
Reb Chaim Ozer attempted to negotiate a face-saving
compromise, the Chafetz Chaim torpedoed these efforts
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as going against the inviolable principle of Torah supremacy.

The secularists" reaction to his bold position was
one of those human spectacles that must be greeted
with laughter or rage. In an effort worthy of a Pakistani diplomat attacking the United States and Israel
for trampling the rights of minorities, the non-religious
Jewish press in Vilna vilified the Chofetz Chaim for
stooping to Lashon hara against the 1iberal Jews. His
reply was simple and to the point: "When Torah values
are being destroyed, Torah Law permits their defense."
(See The Jewish Observer, April 1968, for The Chofetz Chaim's Letter to the Editor.)

Horav
Chaim
Ozer
Grodzenski

\."::.:!

His deference to Reb Chaim Ozer, however, did not
prevent the Chofetz Chaim from arguing his own causes
in the humorous, self-deprecating manner that he used
so effectively. In 1923, the Chofetz Chaim felt that the
community must be organized to provide kosher meals
for Jewish soldiers. He called his new project "Kessel
Kosher" (Kosher Kettle) and, naturally, his first move
was to travel to Vilna to secure the endorsement and
support of Reb Chaim Ozer. The endorsement was
not forthcoming. Reb Chaim Ozer replied that there
were many overriding considerations making such a
campaign inopportune at that time.
The Chofetz Chaim shrugged and replied, "What can
I do? People consider me to be a G-d fearing Jew.
When I am called to the world-to-come, they will ask
me why I did nothing to provide kosher food for Jewish conscripts. What will I say? Perhaps I'll tell them
that I was not lazy or indifferent; I made the long trip
to Vilna even though I was weak and past eighty. But
the Rabbi of Vilna was the gadol lwdor and he said
I was wrong. Who knows better than the gadol hador
what is right or wrong?"
Reb Chaim Ozer knew he had been bested. He called
a public meeting in the central synagogue to be addressed by the Chofetz Chaim. At that meeting "Kessel
Kosher" was born.
The Jewish Observer I January, 1972

Ill.

As the Chofetz Chaim Would Say ...

BECAUSE HE HAD such a keen feel for
the pulse of the people and the needs of the time,
it is fascinating-and useful-to wonder what the
Chofetz Chaim would have said to today's problems.
Indeed, we should go a step further and wonder how
he would have defined the real problems of today.
After all, "Chafetz Chaim" and "Ahavas Chessed" were
effective replies to problems not even recognized by
most. It would be a mistake to take the sizeable collection of his major and minor writings, apply them to
each era, and assume that the Chofetz Chaim would
have had nothing more to say.
How would he have diagnosed today's ills? This
question should be answered by the few survivors of
his era who knew him well, but perhaps we can hazard
some guesses.
• There is little doubt that he would be appalled at
the sharp and shady business practices that are so mucb
a part of modern life, Orthodoxy not excluded. We
live in an age when ethics have not kept pace with
sophistication, and Jews have not escaped contamination.
• Picture the Chofetz Chaim entering a typical middle-class home today with its ankle-deep wall-to-wall
carpeting, flocked wall coverings, sumptuous draperies,
etc. etc. etc. He would be bound to consider his surroundings more appropriate to the House of Romanoff
than to the House of Israel.
• What would he say to the gap that is increasingly
dividing yeshiva, rabbinate and laity from one another?
• And what about the organizational weakness of
Orthodoxy? He was one of the founders of Agudath
Israel, long aware that modern times required modern
tactics-and organizational unity was one of them.
Surely he would work to end today's factionalism.
• In this time of turbulence when the values of centuries are being discarded, we may be certain that the
Chofetz Chaim would have found our attitude wanting
and far too complacent. We are content to condemn
the drug culture but are ill prepared for our own acid
test. Indicative of this is a memoir of one his students,
Rabbi A vrohom Hillel Goldberg, now rabbi of Kfar
Pinnes in Israel:
It was near the end of his life and the Chafetz
Chaim was in his summer home near Radin. He
was heart-broken over the persecutions of Jews
in Russia. He saw their situation as the severing
of an entire limb of the Jewish body from its lifesources of Torah and mitzvos. "There is only one
real hope," he said-"Moshiach must come soon.
The Final Redemption must come sooner or later,
but it is up to us to hasten its arrival. We must
demonstrate our overpowering desire for Moshi~
ach. How many of us religious Jews who say 'Ani
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Maamin' every day truly long for his coniing?
Why don't we cry out to Hashem to help us?
This is no thne for silence!
"Even in the Egyptian exile the Torah says that
only when B'nai Yisroel cried out for help-then
did their outcry go up to Hashem. We must do
the same now/ I must go to Vilna to Reb Chaim
Ozer-without him nothing can be done!"
His family and students were aghast. He was over
ninety years old and he could scarcely leave his
arm chair for the length of a day. He might not
survive the difficult trip to Vilna. They pleaded
with him to abandon his plan, but he would not
be dissuaded. The goal was worthy of even mesiras nefesh. They told him that Reb Chaim Ozer
was a man of halacha and action; such ideas as
the Chofetz Chaim's were out of his domain. He
smiled as if to say, What do you know of Reb
Chaim Ozer?

To his deep regret, the journey to Reb Chaim Ozer
never took place. Had they met, who knows 9
1-·1

A TIME TO DESTROY
killing time is not murder
but suicide
THERE IS A TIME TO BUILD

a time for
breaking ground and making speeches
cornering stones and heading beaches
THERE IS A TIME TO DESTROY

a time for
breaking habits and making pledges
cutting corners and beheading hedges

Bernard Fryshman

"Come Out, Come Out,
Wherever You Are!"
Complacent ... Selfish ... Unconcerned ... Ivory
tower. Harsh words. Words no one would ever apply
to liberals, to blacks, to collegians, to leftists. These
people care. No matter how uncomfortable the circumstances, how unpopular the cause, how meagre
their belongings-if there is a cause in which they
believe, they will march and picket and write and call
and petition-in rain and cold and snow-men, women, children-with a dedication and sense of purpose
unknown to many in the modern Torah world.
We who have a cause second to none-the cause
of Torah Judaism-we are the complacent, the selfish,
the unconcerned, the ones in the ivory towers.
Of course, we give our money-in far greater measure than any comparable group gives to any cause, but
we have forgotten how to give of ourselves! This is
not to say that nobody is working; there is a significant
number of Orthodox Jews who are involved-who do
recognize the problems facing us-who do give of
themselves, of their time, of their effort.

But the number is far too small. Too many of our
people have isolated themselves from society in the
belief that they are immune to its ails, safe within their
own little world; or that they cannot devote the time
to make a meaningful contribution to their environment. Neither belief is true. All problems affect everybody-and everybody can have an effect on these
problems.
Specifically, as Orthodox Jews, we are confronted
with a host of problems, and the individual can and
should contribute to their solntions.

THERE IS A TIME TO BUILD

a time for
picking up pieces and settling strife
returning to G-d, returning to life
a time to build
to rise
to climb
a time to destroy
the destruction
of time.

Some Dragons to Slay

Pornography and the Orthodox Jew sounds like a
topic for a panel debate chosen by somebody with a
warped sense of humor. Except that pornography
may carry in it the seeds of destruction of countless
Jewish children-both literally and spiritually. Of
course, your home is "clean"-a Jewish home has no
pornography, no distorted values, no permissive pat-

·--

by Mendel Weinbach
8

an associate professor of physics at the New
York Institute of Technology, is active in a wide spectru1n of
Jewish communal affairs.
DR. FRYSHMAN,
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Some peppery talk in answer to the standard question: "But what can I do?"
terns. Yet, when was the last time you looked at a
newspaper or magazine carefully, reading each word,
each ad, each picture and tried to figure out what a
child's mind would see? You may be immune to a
certain extent-but how about your kids?
Your friendly newsstand carries Yiddish papers,
several journals, and news magazines. Have you noticed

what else is being displayed? Have you ever seen the
students from the nearby yeshiva on the way home,
coming over to the newsstand? It's not necessarily to

read the headlines in the Yiddish paper.
Follow a child's eyes as he walks by a theater. Listen
to the words and attitudes in some "G" Jnovies. You

think you're not involved? You think you're safe?
Maybe you are-but your children? A different story
entirely!
Have you ever heard of the arrest of smut peddlers
and felt your heart sink as Jewish names are read off?
Have you ever wondered why only non-Jewish groups
fight this plagne-and Jews seem to be producing this
filth? Surprise. You aren't the only one wondering.
Your non-Jewish fellow citizen also asks the same
question. But his answers and conclusions might make

you sleep a little less comfortably tonight.
Enough? Want to change things? You can do it,
you know-or your wife can- or your rabbi can.
Some letters, a little economic pressure, a little contact
with the existing groups-and you can change your
environment almost overnight. All you need is a few
hours a week and a desire to do something, and the
job is already half done!
TV and its problems clearly do not affect everybody
directly. There are Orthodox homes without TVsand there are children who won't watch TV when they
go into a neighbor's home. But realistically, there are
thousands of Yeshiva children who have TVs in their
homes, who spend a minimum of 5-6 hours a week

watching TV-and whose ideas, standards, and sense
of values are inevitably shaped by TV
More, the average child's self-image will be strongly
affected by what is presented on the screen; like it or
not, the ordinary viewer estab1ishes a correlation be-

tween what appears on his set-and what is worthy
and valid! You can be sure that after a session with
TV your child's Yiddishkeit has not been strengthened.
Is this a problem worthy of your time and effort?
After all it is the spiritual outlook and lives of your
children we are talking about.
Now the steps you can take to mitigate the TV
plagne:
• You can throw out your TV and make sure your
children are not exposed to the "idiot box."
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• You can insist on your rights. Many stations devote

several programs weekly to the Jewish community.
You have a right to equal exposure-certainly at
least as much as the distorted sterile "Judaism" that
comes across the screen on Sunday mornings. Not
only will this mean that your children's Yiddishkeit
will receive a strong "booster shot" from the only
outside influence they respect; not only will the
world at large receive a clear picture of Torah Judaism-but undoubtedly it would mean jobs for Orthodox Jews. Even if this were the only outcome, the
effort would be worthwhile.
• You can influence the nature of conventional programs; letter writing groups; women who call up a
station to voice an opinion; professionals who react

to an unfavorable presentation anybody who
watches TV has a right and an obligation to influence what appears on the screen. Every other
special inten:st group has done this except for Or-

thodox Jews and no doubt we have lost much because of this hesitancy.
Fortunately we have the talent, the people, the numbers and-potentially-the influence to help determine
what our children see. If there is somebody interested
enough to begin to do his share!
No Ti1ne?
"Yes," you say, "these are serious problems-but I
have no time to organize, to join, to participate." Of

course you have no time. Naturally you sit and learn
all day. Except when you are watching TV. Or going
to the movies. Or eating out. Or going up to the
bungalow colony. Or taking a trip to Israel. And of
course, you must earn a living-after all, co1nfortable

homes, new cars, ornate furnishings, stylish clothes all
cost money-and these things must take priority.
Priority over stopping unauthorized autopsies in
Eretz Yisroel? Jews are dying outside of hospitals because of the fear of autopsy and you go to your movie?
Jewish bodies are maimed and parts exported for
foreign study, and you have to take the afternoon off
to go visiting? How long would it take you to write
that letter to your congressman allocating funds to
Haddassah-to write a letter to Golda Meir'-to gather
a group of people and protest in some way? What have
you ever done to try to protest this horror?
Priority over trying to help get aid for day-schools?
Aside from that form letter brought home by your
ehild--<lid you sit down and dictate a few letters on
your professional stationary to your legislators? Did
you ever march in front of Rockefeller's office? Did
you ever write the New York Times asking that a more
9

accurate picture of the Jewish viewpoint on Parochial
Aid be presented? Did you ever contact an officer of
the AJC protesting his stand? Have you ever thought
of joining a group trying to get aid for our schools?
In that vein-have you ever considered devoting a
night or so a month to your political club? A few

dedicated Orthodox Jews in certain areas of the city
can do much to influence the standpoint of certain
legislators. Certain Jews are very active at higher levels
-but participation in Political Clubs, Police Precinct
Community Councils, Community Planning Boards can
enable one-at very little cost of time-to drastically
influence the nature of one's community -or to prevent drastic changes.
There are so many other ways in which you
can help your fellow Jew. Do you know of a job that
can help an Orthodox Jew get on his feet? Do you
know of an immigrant family which needs your time
to help adapt to a community? Did you write lettersor make calls--or attend meetings-or volunteer your
services to help abolish the "Who Is A Jew?" crisis?
The list goes on and on.
"Not My Style"
Perhaps you feel that you simply are not cut out to
participate in these "outside" problems. You would
devote some time-but only in the more usual "Torah"
things. Some of my younger friends would use the
words "cop-out" to describe your reaction. But they
don't know our religion very well. We have areas of
service for every person's taste! Let's consider a few:
• Bikur Cholim-visiting the sick, tending to their
needs (sometimes just providing an ear)-blowing
shofar on Rosh Hashonob, bringing an esrog, toys
for Jewish children on Chanukah, matzohs, a good
word--others are doing it, why not you?
• Chevra Kadisha-how many of our Yeshiva graduates have ever considered participating in a tahara?
Here is a fine old mitzvah-and an exceptional opportunity for service!
• Hachnosas Orchim-when was the last time you
had a stranger at your table? (I don't mean your inlaws.) I mean somebody who is strange to Yiddishkeit-to whom a meal in a succah, on a Shabbos,
a seder is a novel experience. Many of our bnei
Torah are teachers-is there any better opportunity
to serve Yiddishkeit than to take a Jewish child and
show him that the Jewish religion has something to
offer him? Or the young couple you met at work
who want to raise their children to be fine peoplewho are afraid of what they see in the streets-and
who might be convinced to do things your way in
order that their children be like yours.

TORAH TAPES
Torah tapes, Gemorah, Mishnayos, in Yiddish and English.

The tastiest Matzohs in the world.
Thinner... Lighter... Extra Crisp!
ALL HOROWITZ·MARGARETEN PRODUCTS ARE
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@ ENDORSED

Torah thoughts incorporating the teachings of Chassidus and
Mussar in connection with the weekly Sidrah. Also on themes
of raising children, performance of Mitzvos, etc.
• Useful for teachers and Rabbonim. •
One hour tape: $1.69 (a+ cost of tape - non-profit).
TORAH TAPES 1301 49th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219

Tel. (212) B)J.3800 -

633-4802
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• Tzedakah-yes, tzedakah. I know you "give." Everybody "gives"-but how many give of themselves?
How many people will undertake to raise money for
a worthy cause (without a "cut," that is)? Our nonOrthodox Jews can show you how it's done. Thousands of little people spend time and effort and
health raising money for Hadassah, for UJA, for
Bonds, for a hospital, for a shul-and they do this
with all their heart. Can there be any question that
these organizations are successful? How many bnei
Torah or their wives have organized a "P'eylim
Breakfast?" Have spent their Sundays at a Bazaar?
Have stood on a corner on a bitter cold day with
a Pushke for Ezras Torah?
Two More to Try

Need more help? Still haven't found your area of
service? You learn every spare moment you get. . . .
And you have no talent for "doing things." Then there
are two special areas of service which will interest you.
They pay great dividends, but take no time away from
your learning.
• Take a foster child into your home. You have a
wonderful Jewish atmosphere at home-with several
fine children being brought up by you and your wife.
... Even more interesting is the fact that the extra
child often costs you nothing extra-and you may be
successful in saving a Jewish child.
• Go to shul. No, I don't mean go to daven. I mean
go to shul. You live in a nice Jewish section. You
are near several shuls and also near the yeshiva. Of
course all the bnei Torah daven in the yeshiva-the
shuls are for the "others." Perhaps the greatest opportunity for service to Yiddishkeit rests with those
who undertake to daven in a regular synagogue.
Consider what five or six bnei Torah can accomplish
by praying in the conventional shul. First of all, there
is a Rav who has had nothing but problems with his
baalei batin1 who want him to be more "modern." Suddenly he has young, presentable, articulate professionals
who are on his side. Suddenly the Yeshiva, which was
a competitor for mispallelim, becomes a provider of
members-and almost as a corollary becomes deserving
of the shul's support. Almost overnight, the classes take
on a new meaning. There is a new spirit, a sense of
regeneration to the old, tired shul. And it becomes
important to cater to the desires of these young families.

Here is the old-timer who comes to shul once a
week because he used to do so in Europe. Suddenly
there is somebody to impress with his learning, and
coming to shul becomes an important part of his life.
Or the young kaddish who walks in off the streetmeets a friend (you--or your son)-and decides to
stay.
Perhaps there is the Bar Mitzvah boy who likes the
ruach and decides to come back. The possibilities are
endless. Finding people on the outside to bring back
to Yiddishkeit is a hit and miss proposition. But any
individual who steps into an Orthodox Synagogue is a
potential Orthodox Jew. Certainly not everybody can
be won over by friendliness, by interest, by companionship, but certainly there is a chance that once in a
while you will succeed-if you are in shul when these
people come in!
Back to the Ivory To\\'er?

No 1nore. If you are still unconvinced that you, too,
must devote some of your time, your effort, your
money to serve Yiddishkeit, then I don't know what
will convince you. Go back to your ivory tower anc(
pray that there will be enough others to do the work.
But do not think that you are immune. These Jews
out in the street, the ones who have no jobs, who are
assimilating, who are losing their children to the
streets-these Jews also come from fathers or grandfathers or greatgrandfathers who sat and learned and
who wrote seforim and who prayed for the welfare of
their children. We are all responsible for each other
and nobody is exempt.
Nobody must do everything-but everybody must do
something.
D

Don't Krechtz or Cheer • •
Join the Action!

•

Don't just krechtz obout the crisis problems
focin9 Klal Yisroel, and don't just cheer
A9udath Israel's accomplishments Join the action by payin9 your national mem·
bership dues of $15 for the current year 5732.
It is only $15 in money, but this symbol of your
direct kinship with the ideals of Agudath Israel
is priceless. It is your way of saying: "Yes, I'm
with the C'dolei Torah in this battle for Torah l"
,- - - - - - - - -·· -

~-"

-- -- ..,_ - -·- - - ···- --1

I AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA

~~1tfiio

®rrfiestras

NAME ....... .

Michael Harbater
(516) 239-2328
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,

5 Beekman St., New York City 10038
I
I warit to become a partner in Agudath Israel's
activities. Enclosed please find my check of $15 for
national membership.

1

ADDRESS
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What Ever flappened to Motherhood?
The Woman Who Wants
More Children ... Later

*

vs.

Dateline U.S.A.: 'fhe Ounce of Prevention . . .

"A wo1nan needs babies like she needs spaghetti."
So proclaimed the eye-catching cover of Look magazine before its recent demise. Inside, a senior editor of
Look, Betty Rollin, expounds on the differences between a biological capacity enhanced by a particular
wish (to bear children), and a genuine biological need.
She then fills the reader in on the fallacies of commonly
accepted beliefs that are all part of the Motherhood
Myth: Joy in the delivery room? Fulfillment in the
nursery? Front-line duty on the cooking range?
Baloney! (-or Spa[ihetti! in her lexicon.) It is all
part of the mythology built up around the constricting
role a woman-housewife-mother was destined to play
in a frontier society-on a homestead where birthpower n1eant eventual manpower on the wheat ficldsin a restricted urban society where a woman's place
was in the hon1e because she was not welcome anywhere else.

The bemused reader might finish the lively article to
relish its kicky style, or might just skip it, rejecting it
as a less hysterical aspect of Women's Lib penned by
a woman liberated (and gifted) enough to make the
top in the man's world of publishing.
But the imprint has been made. The world of today
finds motherhood outside the call of duty. One's personal views may be rooted in tradition, in moral conviction, or in religious precept, but the steadfastness
of these views becomes weakened by this type of
journalism that presents the reader with a "liberating"
moral standard and a new brand of fulfillment-one
that is equated with freedom and footlooseness.
But wait. Maybe you are a n1other by conviction as
well as by circumstance. You do want your child. fn
fact, "'You do want n1ore children. J,ater.n (As per
copy in pharmaceutical ad featured in women's magazines last fall.)

Loyalty to the one you are cuddling (just like the
cute little one in the ad there, in Good Housekeeping)

"'From a recent advertisement in (Jood Housekeeping magazine.
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Mother of Seventeen Children:
"Alas, I don't have more!"

**

demands that you wait until he has absorbed enough
of your attention to be secure (like when he is 39 or
so?) before you give thought to having more. Meanwhile , ..
Even a slow-thinking American, who has been exposed to the cunning of advertising, knows that the
appealing picture and the soft-spoken caption in the
advertising copy are selling a product. It takes a more
seasoned perception, however, to realize when use of
the product is h;:ised on a shaky concept, and that the

concept, too, is being scrubbed for marketing.
fn the words of Garland Dorn, national sales manager for Emko (pharmaceutical) Company: "You will
note that we have taken a somewhat new tack in our
111ost recent advertising, shifting from selling the E1nko
(birth control) product to sellinR the idea that overpopulation is a problem.
" (from correspondence
with the writer).

This altruism tack is so convincing that its philosophy has jumped from the advertising columns into
the editorial copy of many women's magazines. As a
result, a confessing housewife (personal problem #342)
in Redbook, tells the readers "What right have I to
enjoy a lar[ier family (four children was the count at
the last article) at the expense of my children, who will
resultantly be denied this sa1ne privilege because of
over-population?"
The professed philosophy au courant is one of living
better for the sake of others, but the underlying philosophy is one of living better for oneself: avoid ripping
yourself into three or five or ten pieces, not leaving
over enough for shopping, theatre, cultural enrichment,
relaxation, gossip . . . and fulfillment. And some are
bold enough to admit it.
Succinctly, Betty Rollin says: Be selfish. Realize
that "abnost all our societal problems, fronz minor
discomforts like traffic to major ones like hunger ...
have to do with there being too many people." So instead of doing something so ridiculous as controlling

'~':'

From an article in Maariv.
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*

or itnproving intra-city rapid transit, or something as
quixotic as giving away surplus food that would other-

wise rot in storage, let's get to the root of these problems and eliminate people.
-ancl the f>ound of Curr
Perhaps a woman is too late for Rollin, and has
fallen into the Motherhood trap. Perhaps she has discovered the world of "family planning" late. Too late,
in fact.
A poster in the subway cars of New York City
advises this helpless lass. It advises the unwilling
mother-to-be who is within the limits of the twenty-four
week deadline for legally terminating an unwanted
pregnancy (read: abortion). The thing to do, according to the poster, is call a given number and make an
appointment. The woman will soon be free again to
pursue ... fulfillment.
It seems as though the staples of the American life
style are being knocked off the value shelf like so many
kewpic dolls at a shooting gallery. (Remember when
the three unchallengeables of the U.S.A. were the
Flag, Motherhood, and Apple-pie? The stars-andstripes now defiantly decorate roaring motoeyeles and
hippie-width neckties . . . "Motherhood-Who needs
It?" -as per Look . . . . What fate lies in store for
Apple-pie?).
Dateline Israel: i\ Bounty of Blessings
Of course, Israel is a country concerned over its low

birthrate. Among the Jewish population, the rate is
only 22.6 per l ,000, while the Arab birthrate is 50.7
per l ,000. (We may smile while demographers pull
out their sliderules to determine the exact date the
Arabs will overtake the Jews in number, but the threat
is not as remote as one would like to think.) Crowded
urban conditions, the prohibitive expense of more spacious quarters, the necessity of nurseries for children
of the working mother, have all contributed an element

of resistance to large-family plans on the part of the
Westernized lsracli; but the security interests of the
nation sec1ns to 1ic in encouraging large fan1iiles. So
Israeli officialdom is sti11 functioning under a frontier

psychology that equates large families with protection
against hostile elements and unfriendly neighbors. "A
neH' /s;-acli ;,\· of greater iniportance than a new Phuntu1n

jet," says Golda Meir. So a feature article in Maariv
-the popular Israeli daily-devoted to the cozy family
life of Mr. and Mrs. Mendel Gelner and their seventeen
children fits right in.
A reading of the Maariv piece presents one with
all the attractive details of the Gefner family life:
• Only tH-'O and a half roon1s? Still, when one of
the married offspring gives birth to a third generation
Gefner, mother and infant spend a few weeks of kifn-

pet in the old homestead, along with the rest ... Always roon1 for more.

• What keeps the Gefners going? Welfare? A bozmtiful inheritance? Neither. Papa and Mamma Gelner
have been running a provisions store in the Me'ah
Shearim section of Jerusalem for close to sixty years.
• A prohibitively busy life, no doubt, Hdth no tinze
for spiritual pursuits or concern for the com1nunity.

Wrong. \\'bile the store closes for a t\vo-hour siesta
after lunch, Israeli style, Reh Mendel has organized
a Tehillim brigade at the Kosel to beseech Divine protection for Israeli soldiers who arc guarding the country's frontiers. In fact, it is Papa Gefner who publicized
the newly-discovered manuscript from the Rokeach
that speaks of the wondrous results one can expect
from 300 kohanim reciting their traditional blessing
near the Temple Mount. Thousands of people were
present at several such occasions.
• A relic of the past, to be sure ... A young Miss
Gelner blushes silently when questioned about the intended size of her own projected family. "You surely
An old photograph of the Gefncr fan1ily--bcfore the five

.., An advertisement for a

birth~control
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medicant.

youngest were born .
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don't expect to repeat your mother's feat," a prying
reporter teases.

"Mother enjoys her large family," protests Miss
Gefner, "and I see no reason why I should not experience similar nachas-be'ezras Hashem."

Not that all Maariv readers are committed to the
Gefner philosophy. Iu fact, an alarming 35,000 abortions took place in Israel last year. For that matter,
Maariv is more concerned with the security aspect of

large families than the moral implications. Nonetheless,
the thrust of the media is: a large family is good and
wholesome, and it is a blessing to the individual and
society.

The Problem: Negating Life

As we take stock of the deterioration of values in
America, we quickly refer to our own attitudes, to
determine to what extent we are still secure in our
own convictions. For what is going on is not a mere
Playboy phenomenon that The Jewish Observer and
Company can best treat by ignoring. It is part of a
reshuffling of values that is being pushed on every
level-from N.Y. Times, through Good Housekeeping,
prime-time TV programs, and the legislatures of our
state capitals-and our lives are being touched in
more ways than we realize.
It is too easy to be taken in by the seemingly idealistiv plea of What is happening to the quality of life in
America? with the focus on How many trees are left
on your block? Does your drinking water fizzle with
inorganic detergents? and Don't discard-recycle!all dealing with the circumstances of life, but ignoring
the value assigned to life itself. An entire constellation
of issues relating to human life is currently being debated; but each of these is fragmented from the core
of which it is an integral part, resulting in a total devaluation of-almost a disdain for-life itself.
When the entire process of conception is stripped of
its life-creating sanctity, and the emphasis is only on
the salacious or the emotional .. , Pick up a copy of
the prestigious New York Times. Skip the pages
devoted to books and to the lively arts; the treatment
there is strictly commercial. Examine the "Food-FamilyFashions" section, instead. The May 18 page was
devoted to mate-sharing as a "social life-style"-not
just as a sin or a vice.
When child-bearing is deemed a burden at worst,
a personal matter ("I am the master of my body, and
every heart that beats within it!"), or a privilege at best
-but never as a sacred trust ...
When women's place in this scheme is one of"Why shouldn't I have the fun, freedom and footlooseness of the men?" and Women's Liberation from the
kitchen--cradle--rocking chair syndrome is a logical
follow-up
14

COURT RULES MEDICAID FOR ABORTIONS-

headline N.Y. Post, May 19, 1971.
"[To limit Medicaid payments to only
medically justified cases] deprives the indigent women of their constitutionally protected right of privacy, which includes the
right to decide whether or not to have a
child." Decision rendered by Justice Samuel
A. Spiegel, May 18, 1971, in New York
State Supreme Court.
When male reproductive capacity is treated as an
annoying by-product of masculine prowess, a capacity
best down away with surgically ("Sterilization is An
Answer For Many [Men and Women]" N.Y. Times
Jan. 18, '71; "Birth Control for Men," The Reader's
Digest, Jan. '71), not as an aspect of man's essential
being that calls for discipline, nor as a basis for responding to the Divine command to "be fruitful and
multiply" ...
When even aging-experiencing the "sunset years"
of life-has been severed from its place in the lifecycle, and it too is being denied the dignity and comforts it l'vas once accorded . . . Human warehouses

have proliferated as part of the booming old-age-and
rest-home industry, where the old-folks are stored until
their timely demise. And as for death itself-"There's
a Time, They Say, to Let People Die" ("Food, Fashions, Family, Furnishings" section, New York Times,
March 1, 1971). (Today's popular sentiment against
capital punishment-does it reflect a heightened concern for the criminal, or perhaps a devaluation of the
concern for the life of his victim? . . . )
When, in the final analysis, who needs marriage,
individual men, and individual women for reproduction
of the species? , .. The sterility and impersonal atmosphere of the laboratory as a setting for this task
has stepped right out of Huxley's Strange New Worlds
onto Time magazine's cover (The New Genetics: Man
Into Superman: April 19, 1971). The new superpeople won't need parents . . . only competent lab
technicians.
Masculinity ... femininity ... 1narriage ... concep-

tion ... birth . . . life ... death , .. pleasure ... respect ... dignity . . . honor ... love . . . grief . . .
ecstasy ... anguish ... sanctity ... sacrilege ... per-

petuation ... eternity .. .

When the life-core that bind them together is removed, these concepts comet on their own with the
fire of a moment's passion and then suffer a cold
and ugly death.
On the one hand, a Nobel Laureate, Sir Francis
Crick, openly proposes (as quoted in an editorial in
Nature, one of the world's leading scientific journals)
that "we cannot continue to regard all human life as
sacred" . . , suggesting that the status of birth and
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death be reconsidered-birth at two days of age-so
that the new-born could be examined for determination
of whether or not it was "an acceptable member of
human society," and death possibly at the age of 80
or 85; also proposing as a corollary that "in order to
persuade people to accept a continuous readjustment of
ethical ideas, religion should not be taught to children."
On the other hand, the Torah-the cause-all and
end-all of Jewish belief and action-eommands us:
Vochai bo'heim "And you shall Jive by them," exalting
life above all other values. We must find ways to disassociate ourse1ves from today's 1ife-foresaking mood,
and retrace our way to the Jewish consciousness that

places the highest premium on life.
Dateline Sinai: 'foo Many Jews?

The Jewish consciousness stems from our sacred
literature, reinforced by spoken lore and unspoken attitude. There are passages in the Torah, there are
volumes in the library of our sacred heritage, and there
is a certain indefinable awareness in every individual
that portrays the Jewish attitude toward the creation
and sustenance of life. The Torah is clear in its com-

mand to "be fruitful and multiply and fill up the
Earth." The fulfillment of the command is also the
realization of a Divine blessing. One child is one blessing; many children, a multitude of blessings.
It calls for a colossal capacity for ingratitude compounded by arrogance to seize the Divine gift of selfperpctuation through reproduction and-as if to throw
it back at the Heavens-reject it as a burden and a
curse. Such gestures are simply outgrowths of man's
struggle to reconcile the more earthy aspects of his
reproductive capacity with its divine implications. As

the Maharal of Prague (Rabbi Yehuda Lowe) points
out in his "B'er HaGola," Victorian-type puritanism is

simply the other side of the coin that views man's instincts as irredeemably base-either to be indulged in,
to be condemned, or both . . . . Anthropologists continue to insist that man is no more than a "Naked
Ape." . . . And pantheists, who see divinity everywhere, may differ with ecologists, who see it no where;

but both agree that man is a brother to his environment, and his rights to perpetuation do not supercede
those of a natural stone-cropping or an impressive
growth of shrubbery. In contexts such as these, all lifedenying attitudes find justification.
As the Maharal explains the Torah's view, man's
central position in the universe is an outgrowth of his
innate divinity, and an indication of his capacity to
sublimate flesh, vegetation, and the inanimate to the
G-dly. There is thus an awesome responsibility and
vast spiritual potential implicit in human procreation.

This burden and challenge are integral parts of every
Jew's emotional and spiritual baggage.
This responsibility begins with conception and then
extends beyond:
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Before the war two-thirds of the food
consumed by Britain was imported ... By
the end of the war home-produced food . , .
was doubled . . . Within a few years after
the war ... in Britain, North America and
Austraiia unmarketable surpluses accumullated and measures were taken to decrease
production.
In Britain between 1947 and 1967 farmers ... increased grain production by 80
per cent, nearly twice the rate of increase

of the world population. In the six countries
of the Common Market quantities of food,
including 300,000 tons of butter, have accumulated. In Russia ... in the later l 950's
the management of farms was n1ade more

efficient, and between 1960 and 1968 the
total grain production, measured in 1,000
million metric tons, increased from 96,000
to 140,000 an increase of nearly 50 per
cent ...
Both Russia and China ... can now be
regarded as self sufficient in food and likely
exporters.
These examples of rapidly increased production of food have been made possible by
advances in agricultural sciences ... If ...
anplied to the full in countries with surpluses, the surpluses would be doubled. If
applied in the food-deficit undeveloped
countries the output would be doubled and
redoubled.
Nearly half of the once fertile land on
the earth now semi-arid or desert could be
reclaimed and has been demonstrated in experimental areas of the Sahara Desert.
Chemist and biologists can synthesize food
from industrial waste . . . and from green
vegetation not used as food. The only practical limit to food production is the effort
governments devote to it. Sufficient could
be produced to support three or four times
the present world population.
It is unlikely that the population will increase to that extent . . .
one of the world's
leading food and population experts. N.Y.
Times, December 17, 1970.

-LORD BOYD-ORR • • .

The seed of man is the stuff of life, and the child
in the mother's womb is a living entity unto itself.
When the halacha does permit an abortion, it is not
as a denial of the fetus' possession of a life of its own,
but as a protective measure for the life of the mother
which may be endangered by its further development.
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The Torah is as protective of the mother's right to
life as it is of the developing child's, and thus may
permit an abortion. Only when there is an inherent
incompatibility between the two does the principle of
"Kill the pursuer to spare the life of the pursued"
apply . . . But this principle says "kill" to "save a
life." Not "tcnninate a pregnancy" to "enhance quality
of 1ife," nor is there n1ention of "rights of privacy" or
"constitutional guarantees'' . . .

As for the ecological implications of plan-less familying, much research has been done on the ecological
disaster that threatens us, and it is 111ore a question
of life-style than life-numbers:
It is common knowledge that the American way of
life is such that the pollution of the environment caused
by one American is equivalent to that caused by
seventy ( 70) citizens of India. Even if the citizens of
underdeveloped countries are educated to reach ZPG
(zero population growth), it will be of no value as a
means of preserving our planet's ecological balance
even if Americans also achieve ZPG. Salvation only
lies in a modification of life-style.

By contrast, consider the style-plan for living as a
Jew as a formula for preserving the world's riches:
"The world tt-'as created for man's use. Hotvever, his
fate hangs in perpetual balance. Should man be drawn
after the world and distance himself from his Creator
then he brings ruin upon himself and upon the world
as rvell. And

if he is sovereign over himself, and is

attached to his Creator, and only uses the world as a
1neans for serving his Creator, then he beco1nes ele-

vated and so does the world itself become elevated with
. ,,
h 1m.
-Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzatto in
MESILAS YESHARIM, Chapter I.

The implications of the Mesi/as Yesharim formula
go beyond the spiritual elevation of the world to its
physical-and yes, ecological-redemption. The Torah
undoubtedly took this into account when stating the
imperative: "V'kivshuha, ur'du-be fruitful, multiply,
fill the earth, conquer it, and you shall rule ... " This
was a command for all times--even for the latter part
of the 20th Century. And it calls on man to assert dominion over the entire universe: ". . . over the fish in
the sea, the birds in the heaven, creatures that creep
on the ground"-and, to be sure, dominion by the ruling man over himself as the starting point.
... Too Many Jews?

Jews have always been subject to the genocidic designs of the world's tyrants. A Midrash traces the
course of progress by examining the improvement in
these designs from one generation and its villain to
the next: Lavan, Pharaoh, Haman . ...
The only legitimate response is to fortify one's numbers rather than succumb. This was the basis of Mir16

iam·s challenge to her father, Amram, when he separated from his wife Yocheved during the time of the
Pharaonic decree to kill all Jewish male children:
"And a man from the House of Levi went
and took a woman from the House of
Levi ..."-SHEMos 2: 1.
He had separated from her because of
the decrees of Pharaoh. He went and took
her back on the advice of his daughter; for
she said to him: "Your decree is more severe

than Pharaoh's . . . Pharaoh only decreed
against the (life of the) male children but
you also decree against the females" Rashi Yashan.
"And the woman conceived and she
bore a son; and she saw him, that he was
good ... " SHEMOS 2:2.
THAT HE WAS GOOD: When he was
born, the entire house was filled with light
(Talmud Sotah 12a)-Rashi.

The "son that was good" was Moses the law giver,
who led the Children of Israel from the darkness of

Egypt.
Pharaoh's designs pale by comparison to Hitler's
success in realizing his demonic decrees. Compare the
population of the Jews with that of the rest of the
world during the last thirty years-and its implications.
If the world's present rate of demographic growth
is maintained at its current 2 % , the world's population
-which has advanced to 3,483,000,000 in 1968 (United Nations' estimate) from 2,295,000,000 in 1940will double its current 3 Yz billion level by the year
2000.
-And the Jews?
World Jewish Population: 1938-39
15,300,000
1970
13,875,000
~about an 8% drop-A1nerican Jewish Yearbook.
... Too Many !el-vs?
Oddly-tragically-we Jews who should be seeking every means possible for survi'\ra], are leading the
ZPG movement. ... Recently a Montreal Jewish hospital announced the opening of a vasecto1ny clinic . ...
Hadassah presented its Myrtle Wreath Award to Dr.
Alan Guttmacher, president of Planned Parenthood
World Population, at its December 15th brunch . . . .

*

*

Every Jew represents a G-dly investment unto himeslf, and in addition, contributes to the greater manifestation of G-d's glory on Earth.
"And when (the ark) . .
rested he
would say: 'Repose 0 L-rd (with) the ten
thousands and the thousands of Israel' "-BAMIDBAR 10:36.
"From here we learn that the Shechinah
(the Divine Presence) is not present a111ong
The Jewish Obserrer / January, 1972

less than ti-venty-th'o thousand .Te1'vs"-even
lacking one-Rashi.

Every additional Jew is an additional vehicle for
the Shechinah. And as the Talmud (Avoda Zora Sa)
declares, the ulti1nate expression of I-Iis glory-the advent of Moshiach-must await the birth of every last
soul created and "stored" since Creation.
So, bombarded with false values from every side,
we must constantly call on our heritage to guide us:
Somewhere in the collective memory of our people
is many a bobbe or elter-bobbe who accepted the obligation of keeping the monthly immersion date at its

appointed time, when conception is most likely-even
in frigid winter. For lack of an enclosed mikveh, she
would break through the ice covering a local stream to
perform the required ablution, and she left an everlasting imprint on the consciousness of her offspring ...

*

*

*

The Kingdom of Heaven as we might know it on
earth-is it more likely to be encountered on a treesheltercd path in the forest, trod only by Mommy,
Daddy, Spot, and limited-by-choice family of Dick
and Jane? (Sally would make one-too-many for ZPG.)
Or in the two-and-a-half room Gefner apartment in
Me'ah Shearim?
D
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There is no denying it. Narcotic
addiction has become a Jewish
problem. Stemming the drug tide is
thus a legitimate concern of the
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fascinating to see what they are
doing about it.
First, of course, comes the Survey-to determine the extent of the
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problem. Then the Diagnosis-to
divine the causes of the problem,
wherever it exists. Finally, the
Treatment-the battle plans to fight
the scourge.
The Survey
To be sure, kids do not answer
census forms that probe: "I am
hooked on heroin/ cocaine/hasish/
all/none of the above . . . Check
one." So information must be culled
from various sources for educated
estimates to be made. Much of this
information has been gathered and
reported in a series of articles by
Ray Kestenbaum, which appeared in
The Jewish Week-American Examiner last spring, and has been
subsequently reprinted by the New
York Daily Mirror this past September. Much of what he writes is
based on interviews with Rabbi
Isaac Trainin, Director of the Commission on Synagogue Relations at
the Federation in New York.
According to Rabbi Trainin, between 70 and 80 per cent of Jewis]1
co11ege students are experimenting
with drugs; over 50% of the 400,000 kids that attended Woodstock.
history's biggest bash, were Jewish;
but of the 103,000 heroin addicts

in New York City, only (?) some
15,000 are Jewish.
Additional "reason for concern
(says Kestenbaum) is reflected in a
statistical study on drugs on New
York campuses conducted by Prof.
Samuel Pearlman, a student counsellor at Brooklyn College.... The
report concludes that of the 5,600
students interviewed at city universities, Jews are heavier users of
drugs by a considerable margin than
Protestants or Catholics."
So the picture is one of growing
experimentation marked by typical
"Jewish" liberal leanings, that say:
"Don't be so old fogeyish about
things that make life easier without
really harming anyone." Thus, in
spite of their preponderance among
general drug users relatively fewer
Jews have so far become ensnared
in the hard-drugs trap.
The Diagnosis
Now, the various surveys that attempt to correlate drug abuse with
the personal attitudes of the addicts
have found that, "students with no
professed religion are the biggest
nsers of ... (hard) drugs ... according to a study ... at CarnegieMellon Institute (in Pittsburgh)"
(Jewish Week, May 27, 1971). Indepth studies have corroborated this
by demonstrating that the strongest
propellants to involvement in the
drug culture are personal alienation,
a drifting aimlessness, and weak
family ties-the very factors that
are most rarely associated with typi-

* Courtesy of your local Federation.
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cal closely-knit Orthodox Jewish
families.
In addition "the (Brooklyn College) study showed that students
horn in the Jewish faith disclaimed
affiliation with their religion in
greater proportion than did Gentiles; and that the disclaimers had a
greater tendency to use drugs."
The college campus incidentally
is not the only locale where the
drugs plague has struck. Even "parve" Federation camps provide no
haven, for-as Rabbi Trainin reported-"In the past three years
we've noticed kids as young as J 2
and 13 taking marijuana at Jewish
communal camps. We've had to
dismiss several counscl1ors for . . .
taking drugs." (This is a problem,
incidentally, that has thus far not
made appearance in the yeshiva-type
camps.)
Although, true to the Federation
Diagnosis, most yeshivas do seem
completely free of drug use, they
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arc not all totally free of any such
incidence. To be sure, the sickly
s\veet s1nell of "grass" smoke does
not hang loosely in the air of student lounges in the yeshivos-as it
does in college cafeteries. Still,
where "dropping-out" or living on
the fringe of yeshiva life once might
have meant flirting with an attractive secular culture and heady radical political groups, or simply
hanging out with candy-store cowboys, today it implies immediate
susceptibility to the drug culture.
The yeshiva scene further bears
out the Diagnosis of the Federation
surveys-the more strictly traditional the school, the less frequent
drug usage; and conversely, the
more progressive the school, the
more frequent is drug abuse.
So, with full cognizance of the
situation, Federl'ltions should be
pouring millions of dollars into the
most rock-bound traditional yeshivos, subsidizing a turn to conservatism in the more modern schools,
and underwriting a mass campaign
to bring our estranged youth back
to their religious roots. But, as anyone acquainted with Federation ideologies and policies knows, this is
far from happening.
Note must be made of the resolution passed at the annual conference of Jewish Federations an<l Welfare Boards in Pittsburgh last November, recommending increased
aid for Jewish education. Perhaps
this is an indication of a brighter
future for Yeshiva financing. The
history of past performance is to
the contrary, however, and no dramatic disavowel of the penny-pinching has as yet taken place on the
local (N. Y.) level.
The Treatment

On one hand. a close reading of
Kestenbaum's series in the Jewish
Week and the Daily Mirror uncovers
a subtle slandering of the yeshivos
as being drug-ridden and their administrations as being blind or inept. Kestenbaum writes about principals who do not respond to the
queries, and of parents who slam
telephone receivers in response to

THE- VICTIM

·"

his calls--the ostrich attitude to be
sure . ... Or, as Rabbi Trainin says
it: "Most educators and rabbis still
refuse to admit they have addicts in
the schools and communities. They
just won't face the problem.'" ...
Nocturnal photographs of 13th
Avenue (Brooklyn) Pizza parlors
carry sinister c a p t i o n s about
"smack" and "goof balls,., while
portraying the un1nistakable silhouette of a black-hatted yeshiva boy
innocently downing a "Pepsi."
As a clincher: "Rabbi Trainin is
quoted on the drug problem among
Chassidim (further dampening any
confidence one might have in Traditional Judaism as being a haven
from the plague). 'Go to Hillside
Hospital and you'll see them being
treated there,' he said. While he declined to give any figures of yeshiva
students and Chassidim on drugs,
Rabbi Trainin (enlarged conjecture
by) comparing the two: 'The kid
from the yeshiva experimenting with
drugs might be able to straighten
himself out quicker than a Chassidic kid because he has less conflicts. But the Satmar ki<l who ends
up at Hillside or Pleasantville is
very sick.' "
But what of the factors-family
stability, roots, religious convictions
that are so strongly present
among yeshiva and Chassidic youth.
Don't they come into play? Those
figures Rabbi Trainin declined to
reveal-wouldn't they corroborate
The Jewish Obse1Tcr / January, 1972

ations on the issue of Israel
have succeeded in obtaining
substantial subsidies. [n
nearly every instance the
stipulation agreed upon is
that the endowed New Left
group be free to go its own
way rvithout any controls
and without any supervisory
auditing of the funds. (Imagine such open handed
funding to Yeshivas!)

the Federation Diagnosis that Tradition provides a great buffer against
inroads of the d r u g culture?
Shouldn't the figures be revealed so
yeshivos could be encouraged by
the facts rather than downgraded
by innuendo?
Rabbi Trainin's summation:
"Chassidim have a very low incidence of drugs, but they have the
biggest percentage of mental breakdowns among Jews. . ." Proving
-what?

"The central figures . . .
are Arthur Waskow of Freedom Seder fame; Mike Tabor, leader of the pro-Arab
Jews for Urban Justice; Robert Agus, attorney and
close associate of Waskow;
and Sharon Rose, niember
of a Jewish group of 19 that
went to Jordan to make
comnion cause with a radical wing of the Arab terrorists.
Arthur
Waskow
has
en1phasized a deep comn1itn1ent to Jewish religious
values, calling for the overthrolv of existing society because in his opinion, it
frustrates Jewish living. His
testimony during the trial of
the Chicago Six, following
the riots at the Democratic
convention in 1968 lu1s
been cited by critics who
contend that he is exploiting and politicizing Judai.wn. 'f hey charge that he
conspicuously wore his hat
on the witness stand on purported religious grounds for
the purpose of injecting

Preventive Medicine
Federations have been hampered
by a legacy of historic bias against
yeshiva education, so Federation
money is not yet traveling the circuitous route to yeshivas as a means
of preventing the spread of drug
usage.
How, then, are Federation funds
being used to combat addiction?
Why, by backing anti-Israel New
Left groups, of course. An article
by Bertram Jones in the Jewish
Week (September 27), describes
"the eagerness of Jewish
social service agencies to
utilize these (New Left)
groups as a 1neans of reaching Jewish dru11 addicts who
have not responded in numbers to other approaches.
1'he reasoning is that the
drug culture and the New
Left political 1nove1nents
n1ay have so1nething in
com1non in that both are
alienated fr<Nn the established Jewish community
and its constituent agencies.
"A number of New Leftist groups of various color-
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J udais1n as an issue into the

trial. Waskow is said to
have, on other and less
public occasions, a[Jpeared
ivithout benefit of either
hat or yar1nulka.
"While the original motivation for underwriting Farbrengen (one of the 'centers' sponsored by radical
groups) was an eagerness to
grapple with the drug problem, it is generally admitted
that the center has failed to
involve any one from the
drug culture. On the other
hand, it is argued that Farbrengen, while failing to
bring back any of the straying, niay be serving as a
preventive."
Remember the old chestnut about
the Ho1y Roman Empire being none
of the three? There are times when
it could almost be applied to the
Jewish Federation of Philanthropies
-but, then again, it is a Federation
D
... ....
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The Goldmann Affair a Rude Awakening
We allow ourselves the luxury of
forgetting. In our de facto involvement with the government in Israel,
one might lose sight of the origins
of Zionism as an intended solution
to all Jewish problems-political
and philosophical. But with a certain regularity we are jolted into an
awareness, for Zionism sees the normal existence of the Jewish people
tied solely and completely to occupying its national homeland in
Zion-sidestepping Jewry's special
relationship with the Torah and
with Him Who presented it to us.
The latest rude awakening resulted from the echo of the resounding
slap in the face delivered by the
Executive of the World Zionist Organization to Dr. Nahum Goldmann,
erstwhile president of the World
Jewish Congress and the WZO.
It started with an invitation extended to Dr. Goldmann to address
a "festive" plenary session of the
28th World Zionist Congress, marking the 75th anniversary of the
movement. Dr. Goldmann was to
represent the glory of the Zionist
past. But the outspoken Dr. Goldmann suddenly stepped into the
here and now, and committed the
unforgivable. He told the British

Board of Deputies in London that
while he "rejoiced" in the migration of Russian Jews to Israel, it
was essential to ren1ember that tnillions of Jews would remain in the
Soviet Union, and we should press
for their rights as we do "for the
rights of all other Jewish communities."
This kindled the wrath of the
Zionist Executive, and hy a 7-2 vote
Goldmann was disinvited from addressing that festive session. The
Executive felt that it is "clear that
first priority must be given to aliya;
any other approach weakens the
struggle for aliya rights."
Louis Pincus, chairman of the
Zionist Executive elaborated on the
point, stating that Goldmann's timing was a political blunder of the
first order. "To chose the moment
when our efforts are being crowned
with success-with thousands pouring into the country--diminishing
the centrality of the demand for emigration, is diluting our strength as
the fight has begun to show results.
... For a Zionist, aliya is summum
bonum."
While we will leave the niceties
of Conventional etiquette to those
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who are burdened with it, the open
display of disfavor has a purpose of
its own and of this we take note.
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The public reprimand was aired for
the benefit of the viewer as much
as for the chastisement of the errant
gentleman: Even though (as Dr.
Goldmann pointed out) no one can
expect all the two million-plus Jews
to be released from Russia in the
immediate future, no loyal Zionist
dare deflect attention from the primacy of aliya by speaking of the
need for spiritual survival inside
Russia. By Zionist dogma, there is
no Jewish survival outside of Zion.
... And it was hoped that even if
Dr. Goldmann is incorrigible, perhaps the rest of us will learn.
There is something naggingly
reminiscent about this, bringing to
mind a similar clash of ideologies
during the World War II years. At
that time, there were Zionist spokesmen who were credited with saying
that "one brick in Palestine is worth

more than the blood of countless
martyrs in Europe," implying that
saving Jews from the Nazi holocaust
by winning entrance rights for them
in European or African countries
was not worthwhile, if it was at the
expense of focusing attention on the
urgency of establishing a Jewish national homeland in Palestine. . . .
Time has a way of coating such extreme pronouncements with the
moss of forgetfullness. But an ideology pertaining to Jewish identity
that runs counter to Torah hashkafah must time and again conflict
with the Jewish life-force, and reveal its true nature--even if it must
be at the expense of its once-revered
leadership. And once again the relatively lower standing in the Zionist hierarchy of values of Jewish survival in gola as compared to aliya
has been exposed.
D
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is one forced to disassociate oneself
from a brand of disenchantment
with materialism which (as in
Reich's chapter IX discussion of the
youth counterculture) does link a
rejection of materialisrn with such
glorification, disregard, and denial,

Letters to the Editor

Y. M. KIRZNER

We Need More "Mikes"

Disenchantment: An
Honest Advance
To the Editor:
In regard to your article "The
Disenchanted," an assumption was
made without proving its validity,
with the conclusion that the current
rejection of materialism is not in
conformity with daas Torah, to the
extent that there exists a direct relationship between the contempt of
modern society and the "lofty disregard" for promises and authority,
between the condemnation of greed
and the glorification of the sensual,
and so on.
I personally feel that the philosophic approach concerning materPhone i~g:~i~~

1!V::l ~~'?l

ialism has no direct relationship to
the argument justifying more laxity
towards moral matters; the fact
that one is against a materialistic
society docs not necessitate his being in favor of free love. I think
today's youth bas achieved an honest advance towards a sincere rejection of our worldly, 1nodern society.
A. M. KOHN

Baltimore, Md.

Dr. Kirzner Replies:
Of course a rejection of the
materialism of modern society need
not imply the glorification of the
sensual, a disregard for pron1ises,
or the denial of authority.
Precisely because of this, surely,
We Deliver

SHOLOM'S ALL-REDI GLATT KOSHER
SELF SERVICE
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Under Strict Supervision of Rabbinical Board of Flatbush
SHOLOM B. EICHORN

Brooklyn, N. Y. 11204
6818 Bay Parkway

To the Editor:
The New York Times and the
Post both gave prominent coverage
to reports of persecution of Jews by
the Syrian government. Circulars
were p r e p a r e d regarding their
plight and d i s t r i b u t e d in the
Sephardic community in Brooklyn,
to call our brothers to a rally on
December 15, to protest the inhumane treatment the Syrian Jews are
suffering.
It is amazing bow quickly we
forget the annihilation of six million
of our brethren, because if the
nightmare were still vivid in our
minds, we would be obsessed with
feverish plans on bow to save those
five thousand Jews left in Syria. Of
course, this obsession should also
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apply to Russian Jewry. However,
I am touching on the Syrian Jew
because his existence is so n1uch
more in immediate danger. These
unfortunate people are in the hands
of the same type of demented people that perpetrated the crimes of
World War II ou European Jewry.
The same pattern: ruthless discrimination, confiscation of properties,
spontaneous arrests, tortures, physical assault-with the full consent
of the Syrian Government. And in
this instance, street demonstrations
in America have unequivocally
proved to be beneficial.
We must rally together (in no
way do I mean in the J.D.L. fashion) immediately, in the same way
that many Jews did during World
War II, to save whatever they could
then. All we need is that same effort
and we will be back in action. Who
can fathom what our Creator may
bring about through our efforts?
In the November issue of The
Jewish Observer there was an article
on the miraculous work that some
of our fellow Jews did for our
brethren-about "Mike" Tress, who
worked wonders. There will be
many more "Mikes" if we just give
ourselves a chance. Please let us
do something now, and not sit by
and wait for the rest of the world
to act. We all know what that can
lead to.
ALBERT SUTTON

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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arrangements for BURIAL IN MEDINAT YISRAEL at ALL cemeteries.
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IN RESPONSE TO THE STRONG DEMAND

Bais Y aal{ov of
has decided to Expand Its Program with the Opening of a New Division entitled

HEBREW VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE
A 2-YEAR VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR GIRLS WHO HAVE GRADUATED HIGH SCHOOL.

*

*

*

THIS SEPTEMBER, PLEASE G-D, WE ARE STARTING A CLASS FOR

LEGAL SECRETARIES
Students \vilJ be trained for high paying jobs without the need to leave the warm Bais Yaakov atrnosphere.

Other areas of specialization such as

•

MEDICAL LAB TECHNICIANS
• DENTAL HYGIENIST
• DENTAL LAB TECHNICIANS
will be offered in the immediate future.
CLASSES WILL BE HELD DAILY MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
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I
I!i
II

12

NOON TO

3:30 P.M.

OR JN THE EVENINGS FROM

6:00 P.M.

TO

9:30 P.M.

For Further Information Call GE 5-7776
RABBI YEHOSHUA BALKANY

RABBI JAY GLATT

Dean

Executive Director,
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,,_
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LETTERS CONTINUED

The Drug Addict and the
Ben Sorer Umoreh
To the Editor:
Jn regard to your article on
"Drugs" (Nov., '71) another point
can be added. A Jew taking drugs
is akin to a hen sorer u'moreh (the
disobedient and rebellious son).
To become a ben sorer ... one
must eat a specific amount of specially prepared meat, and drink
wine-italki-a splendid and addictive beverage. The Gemora (Sanhedrin 70a), frequently referred to
by Rashi, points out that addiction
is the underlying reason for the
many particulars in regard to the
preparation and quality of meat and
wine consumed by the ben sorer. ...

Also, these foods must be consumed
with a group of ne'er-do-wells.
When he cannot finance his habit
(of consuming meat and wine), his
addiction will force him to the crossroads to rob and ultimately to kill
(Ibid. 72a).
Fro1n addiction to loose company, it all seems to foreshadow the
current drug scene. The Rambam
(Mamrim 7 A) states the case of the
ben sorer ... in terms of a prohibition against "eating a meat that
brings to killing." The laws of ben
sorer ... are not meant for practical
application in the courts of lawonly for what they teach us; for
indeed, a hen sorer . . . never did
occur. One might say, then, that the
same prohibition, as the Rambam
states it, applies to any intake that
could bring to murder, and strongly
addictive drugs are likely to do just
that. This would focus a prohibition
on the very act of taking drugs.

ATTENTION:
Teachers and Principals
You can help your students to keep
informed on Jewish affairs with a
special bulk-rate student subscription to The Jewish Observer. (With
10 or more your copy is free).
Write immediately for details to:

DAVID LEDERER

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Student Subscriptions
The Jewish Observer
5 Beekmon Street
New York, N. Y. I 0038
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Isn't a deaf child also entitled to.,,, ~.~,Yii=. . .

,j...

'1 will tlo Your commands anti I will listen!"

111..1""'"

?

""',"

At the HEBREW !NSTITfffE FOR THE DEAF we have
deve]oped a painstaking prog1·am ainied at giving "'ears" to

children born without benefit of hearing, to enable then1 to
listen to G-d's commands.
We have devoted five arduous years toward developing this
Torah-centered program,

We have invested tens of thousands of dollars-----from your
nic·kel, dime and doJlar contributions~in delicate e1ectronic
equipment, special typewriters for palsied chi1dren, sensitive
phonic ears, and more.
Then, the Hebrew Institute for the Deaf heea1ne victim to

unhelievahle vandalism:

·---------------------: HID Emergency Fund

l 2025 - 67th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11204
) I want to help the children of HID say "na'ase ve'nishma" again!

The ~whool wns broken into, and aU this sensitive equipment
·was stolen! (FBI case: VF 6172-16).

! Enclosed please find $ ..

We beg all ~upporters of Torah, and all friends of the helpless
·who want to learn to help themselves: Restore the missing
"ears" to our childrPn ! They cannot wait another five years!

II ADDRESS ....

I NAME .....

I CITY.....

....... I

Afl contributions are fax-deductible.

Make l'hecks payable to: HID Emergency Fund.
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NATIONWIDE EVENTS TO
MARK AGUDATH ISRAEL'S
50TH ANNIVERSARY
A series of nation-wide events will
n1ark "50 Action Years" of Agudath

Israel of America, the national moveinent of independent Orthodox Jewry,

according to a decision of its executive
committee. These functions, as well as
a series of publications, will evaluate
the historic contribution of the American
Agudath Israel movement during the past
half century to the development of activist Torah forces in this country.
Celebrations featuring prominent
Torah authorities will be sponsored in
local Jewish communities throughout
the United States and Canada. highlighted by a nationwide Anniversary
Dinner on Sunday, May 7th at the Statler Hilton Hotel in New York City.
The 50th Anniversary celebrations of
the Agudath Jsrael movement in the
United States will close with a huge
50th National Convention, which will
be held in Atlantic City over the weekend of Thanksgiving 1972, November
23-26. Although national Agudist Conventions take place bienially, this year
it will be held after only one year's
lapse because of the 50th anniversary.

AGUDA TH ISRAEL PREDICTS N. Y. YESHIVOS TO OBTAIN
$2 1/2 MILLION FROM NEW CONSTITUTIONAL STATE AID
"The $2V2 million which the New
York State Yeshivos would have received
from the 1971 New York State Secular
Education Services Jaw just outlawed by
the federal court will not be lost, and
will he obtained through new constitutional vehicles which have been worked
on for the last few months, in anticipation of the negative decision by the
court," Rabbi Moshe Sherer, executive
president of Agudath Israel of America
declared. "Ever since the June 28th U.S.
Supreme Court ruling on government aid
to non-public schools, the search for
new m·eans to obtain governn1ent aid for
non-public schools within the structures
of the Supreme Court decision has been
conducted vigorously, and the new proposals will be presented to the New
York State Legislature later this month,"
the Orthodox leader asserted.
The executive president of Agudath
Israel, which has spearheaded the Orthodox Jewish struggle for government
aid to non-public schools, predicted that
the 1970 New York State "Mandated
Services Law" also challenged by PEARL, will be upheld in the courts as
constitutional because it consists of "non-

ZEIREI AGUDATH ISRAEL Of AMERICA
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

A SERIES OF

HASHKOFO SEMINARS FOR 1972
And a Series of HALACHA SHIURIM
given by RABBI SHIMON EIDER
ON ALTE'RNATE SUNDAY NIGHTS

The next Shiur will take place on Sunday, January 30th at 7 :30 p.m.
at the Boro Park Agudath Israel Youth Center, 451 J 14th Avenue.
SUN. JAN. 23
FRfDAY NIGHT
JAN. 28
FRfDAY NIGHT
FEBRUARY 4
SUN. FEB. 20

SUN. MARCH 5

TO BE ANNOUNCED
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Psychology: Theory and Practice-The Torah
View
SPEAKER: DR. YAAKOV M. GREENWALD
TOPIC: Orthodox Jewry f)iscovers the Political 1Vorld
SPf:AKER! DR. MARVIN SCIIICK
TOPIC: The Yeshiva Rochur and the College Canipus.
Somethin!! to Guin? So1nethina to Lose?
SPEAKER: RABBI NISSON WOLPIN
TOPIC: The Role of the Ben Torah on the Jewish
Connnunit')'
SPEAKER: RABBI PERETZ STEINBERG
PI.ACE: Younir Israel of Queens Valley
iith Avenue corner J\Iain Street
TJ:'ltJ.;: i:l5 p.m.
TOPIC: The Unfoldinf! Panor(11na of Clu1ssidus
SPEAKER: RABBf DR. ALTEU ~IETZGER
PLACE! Younp: Israel of Queens Valley
iith Avenue corner Main Street
TI'\'TES i:] 5 p.m.
TOPIC: Yiddi.shkeit-.····Out of Town
SPEAKER: RABBI NAClll\1AN BULJ\1AN
TOPIC:

ideological and non-instructional aid"
which the U.S. Supreme Court ruling
did not find objectionable.
Agudath Israel declared that "although
the American Jewish Congress and its
front-organization, PEARL, have now
won several skirmishes, the battle for
government aid to non·public education
Vt'ill ultimately be won by the non-public
school forces as new constitutional
means are formulated to obtain the aid
to which this sector is entitled."
D

AGUDA TH ISRAEL BLASTS
FLEISCHMANN COMMISSION
AS "BIASED AGAINST
NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS"
A strongly-worded charge that the New
York State's Fleischmann Commission
was loaded against the non-public schools
and its report "reeks \Vith anti-parochial
school bias" was levelled by Agudath
Israel of America. The organization
called upon Governor Rockefeller to
"publicly disassociate himself from the
Commission's majority report as an
ill-conceived attempt by prejudiced
people to misuse the trust placed in them·
by the state to paint a distorted picture
of private education."
Agudath Israel declared that the
Freischmann report, which will be made
public in the near future, not only refuses to even recognize the contribution
to education of the non-public schools,
but even goes so far as to reject any
form of govern1nent aid to these schools,
including any forms that the Supreme
Court would declare constitutional. Such
outworn concepts belong in the 19th
century and are unworthy of the current American acceptance of non-public
schools representing the only opportunity
for diversity in educational choice," the
Agudath Israel spokesman asserted.
Rabbi Menachem Shayovich, chairman of Agudath Israel Commission on
Legislation and Civic Action, announced
that his con1n1ission \Vill launch a special
educational campaign among the legislators of both parties in Albany to expose
the distortions of the Fleischmann report.

D

MOY INC?
Be sure to notify us in
advance so that your copies
will continue to reach you.
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ORTHODOX CONFERENCE MOBILIZES RELIGIOUS AID TO RUSSIAN IMMIGRANTS IN ISRAEL
A broad program to help the religious
absorption of Russian immigrants in
Israel was adopted at a conference of
200 Orthodox community leaders at the
Statler Hilton Hotel in New York City,
convened on January 27 by a group of
distinguished rabbis headed by Rabbi
Moshe Feinstein, chairman of the Moetzes Gedolei Hatorah (Council of Torah
Sages of Agudath Israel). The aid will
be channeled through the Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund (originally known
as Gemilas Chesed for Russian Jews),
an independent rescue agency launched
at the recent 49th National Convention
of Agudath Israel of America. The conference participants included the deans
of major rabbinical seminaries, eminent
rabbis, and prominent Orthodox Jay
leaders from every walk of life.

Addresses on the urgency of saving
the Russian Jewish immigrants in ]srael
froin abandoning their religious way of
Jife in Israel's dominant secular society,
were heard fron1 Rabbi Feinstein and
Rabbi Shneur Kotler, ](osh Yeshiva
(dean) of Beth Medrash Gevoha of
Lakewood.

-

-

Eye-Witness Report
The program featured an eye-witness
report by Mr. Sander Kolitch, chairman
of the Russian Immigrant Rescue FUnd,
on the urgency of this religious aid. Mr.
Kolitch had just completed a three week
tour of intensive activity with Mr. Mendel Berg, executive member of the Russian Commission-later joined by Rabbi
Chaskel Besser, presidium member of
Agudath Israel of America.
After a conference in Zurich with an
al1-European group of veteran rescue
activists to co-ordinate this activity globally, the delegation mem-bers had spent
~everal days in Vienna, to study the situation at the point where the Russian
Jewish refugees arrive prior to their embarkation to the lfoly Land.
Jn Israel, the delegation had worked
intensively to examine the religious situation of the Russian settlers, and had
established a dynan1ic commission, head¥
ed by the prominent philanthropist Mr.
Meyer David Lewenstein, through which
to channel spiritual aid to the new immigrants from Russia.
"Thousands of Russian immigrants in
Israel, especially the Georgian Jews, des-

perately need our help in order to be
saved for Torah-Yiddishkeit," Mr. Kolitch told the gathering.
Mr. Ko1itch then outlined in detail
the constructive aid programs now being
developed in Israel by the Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund, particularly for
the deeply devout Russian Jews from
Georgia: the establishment of religious
community centers, religious Ulpanim,
teenage programs for the youth, and
other supplementary religious and Torah
educational needs for young and old.
Rabbi Moshe Sherer, executive president of Agudath Israel of America, de~
clared that this effort was also necessary
to serve as a collective atonement by
American Jews for the historic challenges
they overlooked during the past 30 years
to physically or spiritual1y rescue their
brethren overseas in the proper scope.
He also pointed out that while the Rus¥
sian Immigrant Rescue Fund was estab~
lished by Agudath Israel, its aims are
tota11y nonpartisan and its independent
structure, both here and in Israel, point
to its desire to solely serve as an instrumentality to help keep Russian Jews
within the fran1ework of Yiddishkeit.

but what are WE doing?

The Russian Jewish immigrants to Israel desperately need help to save them from losing
their Yiddishkeit in a secular dominated society.
As a matter of conscience we d a re not permit the Russian Jews to suffer the same
spiritual fate as the Sephardic Jews of earlier aliyos, where tens of thousands were lost
from Yiddishkeit because so few cared.

Russian Immigrant

Res~ue

Fund

!GEMILAS CHESED FOR RUSSIAN JEWS!
an independent corporation established by Agudath
Israel of America to engage in this historic rescue
undertaking is doing constructive work in Israel to
cope with the serious challenge, by

IRUSS;;;,N-l;:;M~G;A;;;T ~ESC~E FU~D- I {Gernilas Chesed Fund for Russian Jews)
I 5 Beekman Street / New York City 10038

I
Enclosed please find my donation of $....
.....to this I
I historic undertaking to spiritually save our Russian brothers I
I in Israel.

•
•

establishing religious Ulpanim

Address .......................... .

•

organizing Torah study groups

Cay ..

•

and more ••• and more ••• and more •••

building Torah Community Centers

The Jtll'ish (Jbsen·er / January, 1972

Name ...... .

.Zip .....
. . ... .. .. .... . . ... -· ...... State ..... .
Contributions are fax deductible
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Translated and Annotated
by Rabbi Dr. Charles B. Chave1,

PH.B .. M.A .. LL.B. D.H.L.. D.D.
with explanatory notes on each page, and with a comprehensive Index.

This translation will serve as a significant aid to unlock the rich
treasures of Ramban's interpretations, and will give the English speaking
world the opportunity to understand Ramban's views on:
•
•
•
•
•

When and how the Torah was written
Concepts and Philosophy of World- and Jewish History
Nature of Man's soul
The Land of Israel
Prophets and Prophecy, and many other subjects.

»
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I
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